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Abstract: This paper speaks about ambience in architecture in the flow and re-
sults of experimental design studio Achten/Nováková in Summer semester 2016 
that cooperated with PET-MAT, a research team focusing on recycled plastic in 
architecture. This time, also questions of management of a big student group 
arose. Fifteen teams (50 participants) of the studio designed, presented and deliv-
ered ambient installations to the public event called Student Night. It was a small 
temporary architecture: bars, stage decoration, corridor decorations and furni-
ture like tables or chairs all made of plastic. Particularly, results of research on 
recycled PET in architecture were implemented here in form of a new plastic brick 
called PET(b)rick. The Installations were directly tested by visitors of that event 
and have proven the concept of PET(b)rick. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
In our experimental design studio we try to com-
bine design from unusual materials with their 
pratical implementation, so that the student’s 
experience is complete. The 4ECTS elective ex-
perimental studio has been running at FA CTU 
in Prague for seven years now, usually using the 
strategy of learning by doing. In this paper we are 
presenting not only architecture made of waste 
PET bottles but also an attempt of incorporating 
non-standard behaviour to the designed objects: 
the ambience – custom interactivity. Students 
built fully functioning full-scale prototypes of 
their designs. Within the client-oriented studio 
manner,  these prototypes were directly used dur-
ing a public event.

1.1 Ambience
Ambience in architecture is not common phenom-
enon yet, although it was introduced by Phillips as 
an Ambient vision in the end of the last millenium. 
(1) Phillips also founded so called home lab, where 
people were observed doing their daily life duties. 
Based on these studies, the scientists from Phil-
lips research group came up with ideas of bringing 
peoples homes adaptive to their needs. Now we 
already have experience with clever light bulbs, 
which can automatically react on the intensity of 
daylight. (2) But we can also perceive self-opening 
doors or self stopping running stairs as ambient, 
reacting on a presence of people. Although am-
bience can be understood as personified adapt-
ability of surroundings, we decided to understand 
it as an adaptability of installations on people 
generally. We tried to introduce ambience to our 
students in order to adapt on implementation of 
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digital technologies in architecture together with 
new recycled materials. We aimed at encouraging 
their flexibility to work with generally unknown 
material such as PET(b)rick (3,4) using (for them) 
an unknown technology. We present the result of 
this experiment as a case study.

1.2 PET(b)rick
As a result of our supported research at FA CTU 
Prague PET(b)rick was developed and prototype 
was generated in 2015. PET(b)rick is a building 
unit in form of a bottle with cap, which allows fill-
ing the unit with diverse media, initially it works 
when empty and only full of air. Chairs made of 
PET(b)ricks were exhibited at the EXPO in Milan 
(Figure 1), where they were fulfilling the function 
of mobile shining seats. Millions of visitors re-
laxed on the seats in the time-span of 5 months. 
The seats were installed in the second floor of the 
pavilion without service or supervision. One of 
the tasks of the studio was also the experimen-
tal use of the PET(b)rick in different application. 
We aimed at encouraging the students to develop 
another form of application of bottle-bricks. We 
wanted the bricks to be tested in real situation in 
form of a bar or DJ desk.  

2. THE TASK
In the elective experimental studio of summer se-
mester 2015/2016 we had 42 registered students. 
Additionally we cooperated with 8 students of New 
Media institute from Charles University. The stu-
dents were asked to design an ambient installa-
tion for an event of Students Night 2016 at Faculty 
of Engineering at CTU Prague (Figure1).

There were 42 “technical” students of Faculty of 
Architecture and 8 students from the Charles Uni-
versity. We created fifteen teams and hired three 
assistants in order to manage such an amount of 
students. The task was split into five topics: bars, 
corridors, stage, dJ’s and Tables (chairs). There 
were also individuals coming with their original 
ideas. In this article we will focus on the instal-
lations, which fulfilled the ambition of reactivity. 
The flow of the studio fulfilled the scheme of ex-
perimental design studio (5) apart of that they had 
very limited time and everything had to be ready 
within one month. After two weeks, the students 
presented their designs to the organizers of the 
event, in the rest of the time all approved proto-
types were constructed in the laboratory of FA 
CTU. Altogether with that, students from Faculty 
of Electrotechnics were asked to help with practi-
cal implementation of the interactivity.
The topic of the Studio was the use of waste PET 
bottles and plastic in architecture. Students were 
encouraged to implement the new developed 
PET(b)rick in a real scene as a building unit for the 
bars, stage decoration and DJ desk. 

Figure 1: 
PET(b)ricks in Milan 

Figure 2: 
The outline of PET(b)rick 
was used as a mascot of 
the event 
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3. DESIGN
In the beginning the biggest surprise was that the 
students have no idea how to implement ambi-
ence of at least any kind of interactivity into their 
designs, mostly because they did not know what 
ambience is. Together we looked up many exam-
ples on the Internet and all students stuck with 
the light interaction. Also the difference between 
ambience and interactivity was discussed a lot 
and some students rather liked their object to be 
interactive. The Ideas collected we put in the table 
of ideas collected from the students dealing with 
bars, stage, DJ’s and corridors. (Table 1)

Almost all ideas were implemented or at least 
tested. The tests were made during the construc-
tion of the objects. Several systems of binding the 
bricks together were tried and students also ex-
perimented with diverse plates for load distribu-
tion. The biggest surprise for the students was the 
very small size of all sensors and the extremely 
fine tuning of them. The initial design of the ob-
jects for the first presentation (Figure 3) was 
rather sketchy and students worked with the form 
of cube when they decided to use PET(b)ricks, 
because this form of binding the bricks together 
was proven at the EXPO in Milan before. Two de-

Student 
group Idea of ambience or interactivity method

Pharaohs 
bar

the bar announces the frequency of people 
trespassing by a red flash throughout the 

bar and further around the space.

Sensor controlled trespassing gate, 
directed by arduino.

Glow bar
The bar detects a person standing in front 
of it and shines different color for men and 

different color for women.

Footprint sensor, detecting men or women 
by the type of shoes directed by Enttec 

driver.

Tetris bar

The reactive part of the bar detects a beer 
glass placed on the desk and changes color 

every time somebody places or removes 
the glass. The bar measures the overall 
alcohol consumed throughout the party.

Pressure sensor below the upper desk of 
the bar, directed by enttec driver.

DJ desk Equalizer reacting on music.
Programmed color switch reacting on 
loudness of the music. Addressed LED 

lights directed by arduino.

Stage Tetris-like installation reacting on music.
Programmed color switch reacting on bas 

line in the music. Addressed LED lights 
directed by arduino.

VIP corridor
Light running along the wall increasing the 
density towards the darkest moment in the 

corridor. 

16 LED stripes inside of the hanging bottle 
chain directed by arduino.

Medusaa 
corridor

Medusas reacting on the visitors by 
switching on/off the light and showing 

them the way in the darkness.

12 LED stripes connected to battery and 
touch sensor.

Loudspeaker 
design

The supports should be reacting on music 
by changing the color of the lights

16 led bulbs were programmed to react 
on the beats in the music. It was directed 

by arduino together with the stage 
installation.

Table 1: 
Table of Ideas
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Figure 3: 
Fifteen designs by the 
teams. 
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signs went into construction experiments:  DJ’s 
group tried a new shape by binding vertical pan-
els, which did not have to carry any load apart of 
the lights. On the other hand, the student with the 
design of supports for loudspeakers constructed 
two very large hollow pieces with the lights inside. 
Unfortunately they could not be tested for safety 
reasons.

THE PROCESS OF CONSTRUCTION: 
LEARNING By DOING
All of the installations were accepted by the client 
and students had another fourteen days to con-
struct their pieces. Although it was just temporary 
installation, the panels had to be pre-constructed 
and tested at a different place (The Lab at the Fac-
ulty of Architecture). (Figure 4) This meant that 
the pieces had to be assemblable from smaller 
transportable panels and also very quickly re/
disassemblable. Nylon strings and plexi-glass 
plates were used in order to fix bind these bricks 
together. White LED stripes together with drivers 
or Arduinos were implemented into VIP corridor, 

Chandeliers and tables, where they were self-
active by changing the intensity of light. Program-
mable Enttec lights (5) were mounted inside of the 
blocks or attached to the ready panels from the 
backside.
The programmable LED light units had to be in-
corporated inside of the panels or cubes with the 
possibility to be connected at the place of destina-
tion in the proper connection scheme, which was 
given to the programmer by students (Figure 5).

RESULTING OBJECTS AND INSTALLATION
Students had 10 hours for installation of their ob-
jects at the site. They had to do this by themselves 
completely, together with that they had to adapt on 
changes of dimensions of spaces, passableness 
and user flow, position of electrical plugs etc. The 
actual act of building their installations was the 
First level of proof of the design. All of the objects 
were successfully constructed and all of them 
survived the transportation and were installed at 
the place of destination. 14 out of 15 objects were 
functioning in terms of performing light effects 

Figure 4: 
preparation of the panels. 

Figure 5: 
schemes of light connec-

tion by students.
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during the party (Figure 6). We learned that ob-
jects were adaptable to changed space conditions 
and students were able to react on that during the 
installation.
Second proof was the user-test during the 8 hours 
long event. The visitors actually enjoyed the inter-
activity of the installations, although several com-
ments appeared.

CONCLUSION
We found that students needed to visit the con-
crete site of the event and have first experience 
with PET(b)ricks and plastic bottles before they 
could start to generate first designs. Students 
were not able to adapt on the unknown conditions 
immediately, but after they faced the reality and 
experimented with the real material once, they 

could start producing their designs. They needed 
help with implying ambience into their objects. 
The assistance by a student from Faculty of Elec-
trical Engineering was a great help and discus-
sions with the students of non-technical univer-
sity pushed them forward to proceed, not only in 
design – as this design was interconnected with 
the real behavior of users. The overcome of the 
gap between the design and the reality was quick, 
as the experiments with the real building units 
took place hand in hand with the designing and 
students could try out their ideas immediately.
We delivered 15 shining installations for the Stu-
dent Night event 2016. Two of them were ambient 
and one interactive, four installations reacted on 
music and three used light dynamics. Students 
learned that their design must be adaptive to 
changing conditions, flexible, demountable into 
pieces and reassemblable. They learned how to 

Figure 6: 
Installation of experimen-
tal studio at the Student 
Night 2016.

Student 
group Comments, problems Lessons learned

Pharaohs 
bar

Bartenders: flashing light is annoying 
Visitors: We do not understand why it is 

flashing

Installations should be tested for the same 
time as they are used. Time factor was not 

taken into account.

Tetris bar

The construction is too thick, bartenders 
could not reach the customers. The tuning 
of the sensor is not easy. It had to be hit by 

the customer by hand.

There should be more time for 
playing around with the sensors, their 

implementation is not easy.

DJ desk
Changing the scheme of connected lights 

on the site breaks the system of pre-
programmed equalizer.

The installation should be built on the site 
first and than programmed according to 

the final state.

Table 2: 
Table of Comments
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cooperate with other professions and they could 
listen to the comments of users of their designs 
directly. By constructing their own design they 
learned practical issues in terms of incorporating 
ambience or interactivity into the designs.
Because of the very applied and experimen-
tal process we can conclude that the method of 
learning by doing can be successfully used in the 
Experimental design studio.
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